SIKORSKY
ARMED BLACK HAWK®
Multi-Mission Lethality for the Attack
ATTACK MISSIONS
Multi-Mission Flexibility and Firepower with Black Hawk Dependability

AIR ASSAULT
Fill the cabin with 11 troops and two gunners armed with 7.62mm machine guns. Or remove all the seats and load the cabin with cargo. Provide external sling-load operations on the move.

ANTI-ARMOR
Terminate tanks and other armored vehicles from stand-off distances or on the move. Up to 16 Hellfire missiles.

SURVEILLANCE/ARMED RECONNAISSANCE
Employ the power of the EO/IR sensor during scout missions. Armed with 70mm rockets and fixed-forward or crew-served .50 caliber and 7.62mm

SUPPRESSIVE FIRE
 Suppress combatant ground threats with a high-rate of sustained firing from 70mm (2.75in) rockets and .50 caliber forward firing guns.

ARMED ESCORT
Protect ground convoys or coastal boat traffic with 70mm rockets and fixed-forward or crew-served .50 caliber and 7.62mm machine guns.